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Abstract. The discovery of non-taxonomical relationships is one of the less stud-
ied knowledge acquisition tasks, even though it is a crucial point in ontology
learning. We present an automatic and unsupervised methodology for extracting
non-taxonomically related concepts and labelling relationships, using the whole
Web as learning corpus. We also discuss how the obtained relationships may be
automatically evaluated, using relatedness measures based on WordNet.

1 Introduction

The Web is an invaluable repository of knowledge. It has beenconsidered that the num-
ber of resources available in the Web is so vast and the amountof people generating
web pages is so enormous, that the Web information distribution approximates the ac-
tual real distribution as used in society [1]. Moreover, theredundancy of information in
such a wide environment can represent a measure of relevanceand trustiness of infor-
mation for a certain domain. For those reasons, many authors[2][3][4] have been using
the Web as the corpus for different knowledge acquisition tasks.

One of the most researched tasks isontology learningfrom the Web. However, most
of the approaches [4][5] are focused on the acquisition of taxonomical relationships and
often neglect the importance of interlinkage between concepts. In fact, the discovery
of non-taxonomic relations is understood as the least tackled aspect within ontology
learning [6]. In general, two tasks have to be performed: first, detect which concepts are
related and, second, assign a label for the relation (typically using verb phrases).

So, in this paper, we present anautomatic method for discovering non-taxonomic
relationships from the Web. This task involves thei) discovery of semantic patterns
used for expressing non-taxonomic relationships in a specific domain (verb phrases)ii)
retrieval of a corpus according to the acquired knowledge from where to extract candi-
dates andiii) selection of the most appropriate concepts and relationships incorporating
them to the ontology. This method has been designed as an extension of another one [7]
that covers the taxonomical aspect of ontology learning.

The main features of our contribution are:

1. Unsupervised operation during the Web analysis and the learning process. This is
important due to the amount of resources, avoiding the need of a human expert.

2. Automatic operation, allowing to perform easily executions to maintain the results
updated. This characteristic fits very well with the dynamicnature of the Web.



3. Domain independent solution, because no domain assumptions are formulated and
no predefined knowledge is needed. This is interesting when dealing with tech-
nological domains where specific and non widely-used concepts may appear. The
only restriction here is that it can be only applied with English written resources.

4. Incremental learning with dynamic adaptation of the evaluated corpus as new knowl-
edge is acquired. This results in an optimization of the computational cost of the
analysis, retrieving only the most concrete and appropriate web resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the premises and
techniques that configure the base of our proposal. Section 3describes the proposed
methodology to extract and label non-taxonomical relationships. Section 4 discusses the
evaluation of results using WordNet based relatedness measures. Section 5 introduces
related works and the final section presents the conclusionsand lines of future work.

2 Knowledge acquisition framework

In this section, we comment some aspects of the knowledge acquisition techniques used
to discover, extract and select non-taxonomical relationships from the Web:

– Lightweight analysis techniques are needed to achieve goodscalability in such an
enormous environment like the Web [8]. So, in order to perform an efficient analy-
sis, the amount of processed information for each resource should be reduced to the
minimum. Concretely, only those pieces of text that presentknowledge in a simple,
direct and unambiguous way (typically calledtext nuggets[8]) can be analysed.

– Statistical analysis applied over knowledge acquisition tasks is a good deal if enough
information is available to obtain relevant measures. As introduced before, the Web
environment is especially suitable for this task due to its size and heterogeneity.
Moreover, web search engines can provide confident measures(web-scale statis-
tics) in an immediate way if the appropriate search queries are formulated [9]. In
our case, this is a crucial point because it allows us to obtain robust statistics about
information distribution in a very scalable and efficient way.

– The use of linguistic patterns can be an effective techniqueto extract knowledge
without expert’s supervision and without predefined knowledge. For the taxonom-
ical case, domain independent linguistic patterns [10] area very common manner
of discovering relationships. However, for the non-taxonomical case, aside from a
reduced set of predefined relationships (e.g. meronymy, antonymy, synonymy, etc),
there do not exist domain independent patterns, as those relationships are typically
expressed by a verb that relates a pair of concepts [6]. If we want to use this pattern-
based approach to extract non-taxonomical knowledge, a previous step for learning
suitable patterns (verb phrases) for the analysed domain isrequired.

– As learning in a completely unsupervised and automatic way is difficult, an in-
cremental approach in which several learning steps are defined and each one is
enriched (bootstrapped) with the most relevant knowledge already acquired can be
suitable. In our case, bootstrapping is used to constrain the search process contex-
tualizing the queries formulated to the search engine in order to obtain appropriate
corpus of documents and web-scale statistics for the specific domain. Bootstrapped
information involves already acquired concepts and linguistic patterns.



3 Non-taxonomical learning

The first step in our non-taxonomical learning is the discovery of linguistic patterns that
express non-taxonomical relationships. In this case, those relationships are typically
expressed by a verb relating a pair of concepts. Due to the potential amount of verbs
available in the English language, we should find which of them are truly relevant for
the particular domain (in our case, a domain is expressed by an initial keyword, such
us hypertension). In order to do this, we query a web search engine with the initial
keyword to obtain a set of web resources covering the specificdomain. For each one,
a lightweight syntactical analysis is performed, considering the neighbourhood terms
that surround the initial keyword in order to find verb phrases (conjugated verb and,
optionally, prepositions), composing a list of candidates. Those candidates are classified
in function of their position within the sentence:predecessors(e.g. ”is associated with
hypertension”) orsuccessors(e.g. ”hypertensionis treated with”) of the initial keyword.

Each candidate is evaluated in order to decide if it is reallyclosely related to the
search domain. As we base our unsupervised analysis in statistical measures, we con-
sider measures of co-occurrence between the verb phrase andthe domain’s keyword as
a measure of relatedness between them. In order to obtain a robust measure, we use
the mentioned web-scale statistics that represent the distribution of a queried concept in
the whole Web. Concretely, for each verb phrase candidate that has been extracted as a
predecessorof the initial keyword, we compute the following relatedness score (1) by
asking the number of hits returned by a web search engine for the following queries:

Score(
verbPhrase

initKey
) =

hits(”verbPhrase initKey”)

hits(”verbPhrase”)
(1)

Alternatively, if the candidate has been extracted as asuccessorof the initial key-
word, we compute the same relatedness but specifying the inverse order in the cor-
responding query (hits(”initKey verbPhrase”)). Those formulas are derived from the
score measures presented in [9] that are typically used to compute the degree of rela-
tionship between two words. Note also that double quotes areused to force the search
of the exact string to ensure that the verb phrase is truly linked with the initial keyword.

The returned values are used to rank the list of domain dependent linguistic pattern
candidates (verb phrases) and select those that are more closely related to the analysed
domain (see examples in Table 1, for thehypertensionexample).

Once those domain dependent linguistic patterns have been obtained, the next step is
to use them to discover concepts that are non-taxonomically(verb-labelled) related with
the initial keyword. So, we query a web search engine with thepair ”verb-phrase initial-
keyword” or ”initial-keyword verb-phrase” depending on whether the verb phrase pre-
cedes or succeeds the initial keyword. The result will be a set of web resources that
contain the specified query. Our objective in this case is to evaluate their content to
obtain concepts that immediately precede (e.g. ”salt intakeis associated with hyper-
tension”) or succeed (e.g. ”hypertension is treated withdiuretics”) the specified query.
Those new concepts become candidates for being non-taxonomically related with the
initial keyword, labelling this relation with the verb phrase.

Next, we have to decide again which of the extracted concepts(e.g. ”salt intake”)
are closely related to the searched domain (e.g. ”hypertension”). In order to perform



Table 1.Firsts elements of the ranked list of verb phrases (173 total candidates)for theHyperten-
siondomain, according to their position (PREdecessors or SUCcessors of the initial keyword).

Verb phrase Position RelatednessVerb phrase Position Relatedness
is diagnosed in SUC 0.12 is indicated for PRE 0.11
are diagnosed as PRE 0.10 is diagnosed as PRE 0.08
is associated with PRE 0.06 are associated with PRE 0.06
is aggravated by SUC 0.05 is cured by SUC 0.03
is caused by SUC 0.03 occurs during SUC 0.03
is influenced by SUC 0.03 suffer from PRE 0.02
is treated with SUC 0.02 accelerates SUC 0.02

this selection process we use again web scale statistics about the co-occurrence of those
two terms. In this case, the relatedness score is computed inthe following manner (2):

Score(
Concept

initKey
) =

hits(”initKey” AND ”Concept”)

hits(”Concept”)
(2)

In this case, the AND operator ensures that those two terms co-occur within the text
but not necessarily in the same sentence. If we use double quotes or add the verb phrase
to the query, it will become too restrictive to obtain robustmeasures.

Those concepts whose relatedness is higher than a threshold(see some examples for
hypertensionin Table 2) are selected and incorporated into the ontology,with a relation
that is labelled according to the verb phrase used to discover them (e.g. ”salt intake” ”is
associated with” ”hypertension”). Note that the directionof the relation corresponds to
the role that each concept plays in the sentences (subject orobject).

Finally, results are integrated with those from a methodology for learning tax-
onomies [7] using a standard ontology representation language (OWL), providing a
tool that covers the main aspects of ontology learning.

Table 2. Examples of verb-labelled non-taxonomical relations for theHypertensiondomain.
Those initalic represent rejected candidates (relatedness below 0.1).

Subject (NP) Verb (VP) Object (NP) Relat.
diuretic therapy is indicated for hypertension 0.61
salt intake is associated with hypertension 0.45
latter factors are associated with hypertension 0.08
hypertension is diagnosed in individuals 0.006
hypertension is aggravated by obesity 0.12
hypertension is aggravated by the increase 0.01
hypertension is influenced by sodium retention 0.65
hypertension is influenced by some factors 0.02
hypertension is treated with antihypertensives 0.55
hypertension accelerates renal disease 0.49
hypertension accelerates the development 0.003



4 Evaluation

Evaluating results of an automatic learning methodology isa difficult task. In gen-
eral, either an expert opinion is needed to check the resultsmanually or a repository is
required to perform any automatic evaluation. Due to the nature of the learning envi-
ronment (the huge and changing Web) and the learning method (domain independent,
automatic and unsupervised) we focus on the automatic side.

The biggest and most widely used general purpose English electronic repository is
WordNet [11]. It offers a lexicon, a thesaurus and semantic linkage between English
terms. Using all this information it is possible to compute the similarity and related-
ness between concepts. In this sense, the softwareWordNet::Similarity[12] offers an
implementation of some standard measures that have been widely used for different
knowledge related tasks [13]. Concretely, similarity measures use information found in
an is-a hierarchy of concepts and quantify how much a conceptA is like anotherB.
WordNet is particularly well suited for similarity measures, since it organizes nouns
and verbs intois-a hierarchies and, therefore, it can be very adequate for evaluating
taxonomical relations. However, concepts can be related inmany ways beyond being
similar to each other. As such, WordNet provides relations beyondis-a, includinghas-
part, is-made-ofandis-an-attribute-of. In addition, each concept is defined by a short
gloss that may include an example of use. All this information can be brought to bear
in creating measures of relatedness. As a result, these measures tend to be more general
and, in our case, more appropriate for evaluating non-taxonomically related terms.

Among the different relatedness measures implemented byWordNet::Similarity, we
have chosenvector-pairs[13] because it does not depend on the interlinkage between
words that, in many situations, has a poor coverage in the WordNet semantic network.
This measure incorporates information from WordNet glosses as a unique representa-
tion for the underlying concept, creating a cooccurrence matrix from a corpus made up
of the WordNet glosses. Each content word used in a WordNet gloss has an associated
context vector. Each gloss is represented by a gloss vector that is the average of all
the context vectors of the words found in the gloss. Relatedness between concepts is
measured by finding the cosine between a pair of gloss vectors. For a pair of terms, the
bigger the measure is, the more related the terms are (in a range between 0 and 0.5).

However, in general, all relatedness measures have seriouslimitations because they
assume that all the semantic content of a particular term is modelled by semantic links
and/or glosses in WordNet and, in consequence, in many situations, truly related terms
obtain a low score due to WordNet’s poor coverage. However, these measures are some
of the very few fully automatic general purpose ways of evaluating results.

Applied to our approach, we check our Web based relatedness measure between two
non-taxonomically related concepts by comparing it against vector-pairs, usingWord-
Net::Similaritywhenever both terms are in WordNet. The result can be represented in
a plane in which each axis corresponds to one of those measures. Adding the limit that
represents the selection threshold over both axis, it is also possible to evaluate the cor-
rectness of our candidate selection procedure visualizingcorrectly classified concepts
(selected or discarded) and incorrectly classified ones (selected or discarded). An ex-
ample of the type of results that we are able to obtain (whenever the particular domain
is contained in WordNet) is represented in Figure 1 for theHypertensiondomain.
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Fig. 1.Comparison of our Web-based relatedness measure againstvector-pairsfor theHyperten-
siondomain. A: false positives; B: true positives; C: true negatives; D: false negatives.

Analysing this example (that shows a common tendency observed in several do-
mains), we can extract the following conclusions:

– True positives(section B) cover a big area, with relatedness (using both measures)
values above 0.1.False negatives(section D) are almost nonexistent apart from a
pair of examples observed over the boundaries of the selection threshold. These
facts indicate that when a pair of concepts are closely related according to the
vector-pairsmeasure, our measure also indicates the same.

– True negatives(section C) tend to conform a compact set that have a value of re-
latedness (using both measures) below 0.1. Howeverfalse positives(section A) are
quite common, showing a discordance between both measures.Analysing them, we
have observed that the poor performance is caused in many situations by the way in
whichvector-pairs(and in general all WordNet based relatedness measures) works.
As has been introduced previously, those measures completely depend on Word-
Net’s coverage for each concept (semantically expressed byinterlinks or glosses);
in consequence, when concepts are slightly considered in WordNet, those measures
return a value that does not fully represent the reality. Forexamplevector-pairsre-
turns a very low value of 0.007 betweendiureticsandhypertensioneven though
the first is a common treatment for the second; this is because, in Wordnet, this
fact is not mentioned in thediuretics’ gloss. In contrast, our measure depends on
the Web’s coverage for a particular term and, taking into consideration its size com-
pared to WordNet, it can be seen why we are able to provide moreconsistent results
over a wider set of concepts (returning a value of 0.6 for the mentioned example).

Finally, one may realize that the evaluation does not consider the verb used to label
the relations. This is because relatedness measures are intended for nouns (concrete
things with specific meaning). However, as final concepts areobtained through verb
phrases, their quality (evaluated here) also depends on thequality of extracted verbs.



5 Related work

Faure and Nedellec [14] presented an interactive machine learning system, ASIUM,
which hierarchically clusters nouns based on the verbs thatthey co-occur with and vice
versa. The proposal by Byrd and Ravin [15] extracts named relations when they find
particular syntactic patterns, such as an appositive phrase. They derive unnamed rela-
tions from concepts that co-occur by calculating the measure for mutual information
between terms. Finkelstein and Morin [16] combine supervised and unsupervised ex-
traction of relationships between terms, assigning them default labels. Maedche and
Staab [17] use shallow text processing methods to identify linguistically related pairs of
words. Thereby, they use the background knowledge from a taxonomy to propose rela-
tions at the appropriate level of abstraction but without considering the problem about
labelling. Kavalecet al.[6] apply co-occurrence analyses to extract related terms.Then,
they hypothesised that the ’predicate’ of a non-taxonomic relation can be characterised
by verbs frequently occurring in the neighbourhood of pairsof lexical entries. Other
approaches based on clustering of documents using self-organizing maps (SOM) [18]
or topological trees are able to express relationships between clusters unsupervisedly.

Studying those systems, the conclusion is that most of theseapproaches apply co-
occurrences analysis in order to find out which concepts are related. In some cases, those
unnamed relations are labelled using the verbs. Those aspects also conform the base
of our approach, but the way in which we obtain resources to evaluate, the linguistic
analysis and the computing of statistical measures are especially adapted to achieve
good performance and efficiency in the Web environment.

6 Conclusions and future work

The presented methodology does not start from any predefinedknowledge and, in con-
sequence, it can be applied over domains that are not typically considered in seman-
tic repositories. The automatic operation eases the updating of the results in highly
changing domains without depending on a human expert. Thoseaspects conform an
unsupervised and domain independent methodology for extracting non-taxonomical re-
lationships from the Web.

As future lines of research, firstly, we can consider problems about semantic am-
biguity presented in natural language resources. In this sense, complementary meth-
ods have been developed for dealing with polysemy [7] and synonymy [19] specially
adapted to our working environment (web resources, search engines and lack of prede-
fined knowledge) that we plan to integrate into our learning methodology.

Secondly, regarding the discovered verb labelled relationships, in order to obtain
a computer understandable knowledge base that allows inference, verb labels should
be interpreted (e.g. the verb phrase ”is included into” expresses a ”part of” type rela-
tionship). Standard classifications of verbs [20] could be used for this purpose, adding
additional information about the semantic content of verb labelled relationships.

Finally, the proposed evaluation methodology should be improved in order to tackle
the limitations described in Section 4. Maintaining the automatic operation (WordNet
based), we plan to combinevector-pairs[13] with other additional relatedness measures
[12] in order to improve the performance.
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